AnyQuest is a mobile data collection solution comprised of multiple components working together to create and collect enhanced data. It includes high performance radio modules, rugged handheld terminals, user-friendly mobile reading and pc software to transfer data from and to the central systems.

**High Performance Radio Modules**

- High sensitivity of radio receivers offers long reading distance
- Modules have long battery lifespan to match those of meters (e.g. 15 years for water meters)
- Except when communicating with handhelds, AnyQuest modules remain silent, limiting unnecessary radio emissions.

**Data Reliability and Security for Billing Purpose**

- AnyQuest Cyble modules are mounted directly on the water or gas meters. The proven & patented Cyble index detection technology asures that the remote index always matches the mechanical index.
- Access code can be set in the radio modules, restricting communication to authorized handheld units and ensuring data privacy.

**Migration Towards Fixed Network Reading**

When frequent data collection is required, migration from a mobile data collection system to a fixed radio network solution can be planned at any time using EverBlu radio modules on top of meters. EverBlu modules offer all enhanced functionalities of AnyQuest mobile system. And they can later be integrated in a mesh radio network just by adding the necessary Collectors and Access Points. See separate brochure for details on the EverBlu fixed radio network.
SUPPORT SERVICES
Itron supports its clients throughout their project management process, bringing extensive technical, industrial and product experience for end-to-end solutions from Metering points to Knowledge applications.

Committed to its customers, Itron has developed a worldwide network of regional customer service teams. Whatever the region, the time zone and the language, Itron can provide a global service offer to make the operations a success that will serve your key-account management objectives.

DEPLOYMENT SERVICES:
» Help the utility roll-out the AnyQuest solution from approval projects to largescale deployments following structured methodology

» Interface the AnyQuest software with existing systems data centers and expert systems (Billing system, CIS/CRM, GIS, SCADA, etc…)

AFTER SALES SERVICES:
» Train operation staff on configuration tools and AnyQuest software

» Run the AnyQuest system for the utility and give access to the meter data

» Support system efficiency through time with specific maintenance contracts and hot-line services
At Itron, we're dedicated to delivering end-to-end smart grid and smart distribution solutions to electric, gas and water utilities around the globe. Our company is the world’s leading provider of smart metering, data collection and utility software systems, with over 8,000 utilities worldwide relying on our technology to optimize the delivery and use of energy and water.

To realize your smarter energy and water future, start here: www.itron.com
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